ANTHROPOLOGY (ANTH)

LINGUISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY
ANTH 2140 - MW 12:30-1:55 - Online SYNCH [BROWN]

ARCHEOLOGY OF THE NORTHWEST
ANTH 2910 - Online ASYNCH [FORTIER]

CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN VIETNAMESE STUDIES
ANTH 3910 (01) - MW 3:40-5:45 - In Person [PHINNEY]

CULTURAL THEORIES (COUNTS FOR ANTH 3120)
ANTH 3910 (02) - T/TH 1:30-3:35 - In Person [EFIRD]

GLOBAL HEALTH
ANTH 3910 (03) [or UCOR 3600 (05)] - T/TH 1:30-3:35 - Online SYNCH [PHINNEY]

SHAMANISM
ANTH 4410 - Online ASYNCH - [FORTIER]

SOCIOLOGY (SOCL)

AMERICAN CONSERVATISM
SOCL 2910 [or UCOR 1600 (15)] - MWF 10:55-12:20 - In Person [LAWRENCE]

SOCIOLGICAL THEORY/FEMINIST THEORIES
SOCL 3120 [or WGST 3710] - T/TH 10:15-12:20 - In Person [ROBERTSON]

SOCIETY AND BEHAVIOR
SOCL 3210 - T/TH 1:30-3:35 - Online SYNCH [COHAN]

DEVIANC AND SOCIAL CONTROL
SOCL 3230 [or CRJS 2000] - T/TH 8-10:05 AM - In Person [RIVERA]

GENDER & SEXUALITY
SOCL 3330 - T/TH 10:15-12:20 - Online SYNCH [CONTE]

POLITICS OF DISPOSABILITY
SOCL 3910 - T/TH 1:30-3:35 - In-Person [PERRY]

UCOR

URBAN WASTELANDS
UCOR 1600 (10) - T/TH 10:15-12:20 - In-Person [PERRY]

NATURE & CULTURE
UCOR 1600 (11/12) - MWF 9:20-10:45 OR 12:30-1:55 - In Person [CHAUDHURI]

SEX, LOVE, AND MARRIAGE
UCOR 1600 (13) - T/TH 3:45-5:50 - In Person [ROBERTSON]

SOMETHING'S HAPPENING HERE
UCOR 1600 (14) - MWF 9:20-10:45 - In Person [LAWRENCE]

Questions?
rosenbe4@seattleu.edu